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1. Exclusive summary
1.1 Opportunity

1.1.1 Problem

It is true that the young find it more difficult to find a partner in these days in China. Therefore,

we want to set up a special coffee shop which provides blind date place to satisfy this demand.

Honestly speaking, we are not a completely coffee shop, but we make profits only on food. Also, we

are totally different from the existing blind date service agency because we only provide a special

place for customer to blind date based on their choices by using our unique layouts.

1.1.2 Solution
Our shop’s name is “leisure& love”, and it will locate on the third floor of the MIXC in Wenzhou,

China. Here is brief introduction of the layout of our coffee shop and the map is at the end.

Our coffee shop is roughly divided into two parts. The first part is for customers to start basic

communication. In this part you can choose to write or speak to communicate, but you cannot see

each other. There are two rooms and every room has two rows of seats. Between the seats, there is a

board which can block each other’s sight so that the embarrassment of unknown people can be

effectively eased.
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If you two both have the intention to get to know each other, you can walk into the second part of

place. The second part is for those who have the inclination to meet face to face, but you only have

one hour to talk. There are some small tables where the people can meet and enjoy their coffee and

dessert. Additionally, every table has a timer to control the time of the meeting. What is more,

customers will have a discount if they consume at the second part of place. After talking, you can

choose to leave or come back into the first part to talk with others.

If you do not want to talk with that guy, you can just sit in another seat. As you cannot see each

other, you do not need to worry about how to refuse others.

1.1.3 Target market

Our primary market is the single people in China, and the size of market is huge because

nowadays people more concentrate on their education and career. Hence, as the demand increasing,

the industry will provide more style for the single people to date and find the mate, so we are just

following this trend.

1.1.4 Competition and Competitive Advantage

Compared with other shops, our layout is unique. First, with the help of the layout, customers

can have more choices than the one-to-one blind date. Also, it is important that the board between
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them can reduce the pressure of the conversation and they won’t feel embarrassed if they want to leave.

Third, we have a better privacy protection than others because the customers can only share

information by themselves. Finally, even the shy people can have a pleased conversation because

they can communicate by writing. In general, our novel way of meeting may differentiate us from

other shops and that is also the reason the customer come to our coffee shop.

1.1.5 Why Us?

First, we think we are the right persons to set up such a company because we are making solutions

for the problems we may have after several years. Also, it is true that many people around us are

bothered by the problem that they have no right person to marry. We are trying to solve these

headaches and make people feel happy. Third, as business students, we are practicing what we have

learned from the school and putting them into real life.

1.2 Expectations

1.2.1 Forecast

Our customers may come to our shop on weekdays or weekends and holidays. We assume that

our customer flow is 30 per weekday and each customer will spend 50 RMB. The operation details

are showing in cash flow. Through calculation we expect our revenue may reach 290 thousand RMB
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in the first year. It might be difficult but our calculation shows that our shop will be profitable in the

latter half of the first year.

1.2.2 Financing Needed

In order to open our shop successfully, we need approximately 280 thousand RMB which is based

on our calculation and we will explain it through our business plan. Fortunately, in China, we are

college students; we can ask the government and big banks for no more than 500 thousand loans to

fund our business. So we decided to make a loan of 290 thousand RMB. The possibility of asking
for outside financing is low as our shop is new. However, if we can’t get our shop started by using our

own money, then we will try to get outside financing.

Figure1. Layout map

Figure2. Cash Flow Statement
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2. Company Description
2.1 Mission Statement
To maximize customer’s leisure and help they find true love. Leisure& Love Coffee Shop will

insist on these two objectives all the time. We are going to enter the market of coffee by offering the

most satisfactory coffee, romantic atmosphere and unique dating service. We aim to build win-win

relationships with our partners, employees, customers and the whole society by using the

cost-effective coffee, making products with heart and serving everyone sincerely.

2.2 Brief Introduction

Leisure& Love Coffee Shop makes profit mainly depends on selling different types of coffee and

desserts. Nowadays, more Chinese young people from 20 to 30-year-old find it hard to find suitable

partners to build their long-time relationship. In order to combine this current society situation with
our business and maximize our profit, we offer service as a self-matchmaker which hasn’t been

attempted by other coffeehouse in China.

2.3 Foundation of company

Leisure& Love Coffee Shop is planned to open in 2018, which means we have half of a year for

preparation before we really start our business. Our coffee shop will be located in an approximately
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120m2’s shop front in the MIXC, which is one of the most flourishing shopping malls in China. The
average rent in the MIXC is 4.7 RMB/m2/day so that we need to pay 16380 RMB per month for our

coffeehouse. This shopping mall is under the control of a company named China Resources.
According to fortune global 500 lists, this company is ranked at the 91st best corporation in the world,

so our income and customer flow will be substantial. Meanwhile, the MIXC in Wenzhou is located

beside the Wenzhou university town, which is another safeguard for our business because then our

customers could be contained with many college students.
As the MIXC has already had Starbucks, Pacific Coffee and Sisyphe up Coffee on the 1st, 2nd, 4th
and 5th floor, so we are going to open our shop on the 3rd floor to fill the vacancy. Refer to our demand

of romantic atmosphere; the main decoration of our shop will be designed based on some light colors

and we will design it by ourselves in order to highlight our unique styles and values.
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3. Service and Product
3.1 Product

This is our coffee shop’s menu. As you can see, we have two main categories of products. One is

coffee and the other one is dessert.

As for Coffee, we divide it into three parts. First is the single origin coffee which made by siphon.

The prices of this kind of coffee depend on the coffee beans we brought, so the price of each may have

some differences. The second part, fancy coffee, is made by the espresso machine, using same coffee

beans with other different ingredients. Because they all use the same coffee beans and the price of the
ingredients put into it can be taken as same, we set all fancy coffees’ prices as 50 RMB. In fact, the

price of our coffee seems high comparing with other coffee shop, but we also count our service, blind

date, in it. What is more, we give each coffee a name based on their tastes or their stories. For
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example, we name Hawaii Kona first love because its sour taste and we give the name hidden love to

Irish Mist coffee for its touching story.

As for desserts, we have nine series of desserts and our tag price on the menu is for one piece. You

can see that the prices of them are not high, that can be seen as a discount after buying our coffee. We

only set a higher price of the desserts which are perishable.

Finally, it comes to the third category, other beverages. We provide warm water (free) and milk (5

RMB per bottle) to customers who have the need.

3.2 Service

3.2.1 Service Description

We are trying to provide our service via our special layout of the room. Please pay attention that

only the customer who bought our coffee has the right to enjoy our service and we will provide special

cards with unique number for customers to enjoy our blind date service. (The same map in the

executive summary.)
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How could a customer enjoy our service? Here is an example.

If I were a female customer, I first order a coffee at the first cash register. After I order the coffee,

for instance, first love (Hawaii Kona), I get a card with the number 3. I can enter the door 1 or door 4

which are entrances for female. I first enter the room1 by the door 1, but unfortunately there are no

seats. Hence, I enter the room 2 by door 4 and find a seat. The waiter comes and tells me the number

of the males and females in the room 2 and tells me that if I can see a card in the hole of the desk, which

means there has person in opposite desk. If I want to chat with him, I can just sit down or pick up a

new desk, putting my card in the hole and waiting others come. I pick up one desk which has a card

inside and sit down. Firstly, I knock the block just like knock a door and I hear the person in the

opposite also knock the block. For the reason that I am a little shy, I initially use the pen and paper on
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the desk to write something and put the paper into the hole to let him pick it. After some rounds, I

think it is the time to say something, so I start to use my voice to communicate with him. However,

after we talk a while, I find that the man is not the style I like, so I just say to him that may be it is the

time to finish our conversation and then he can try to talk with other girls. The block in front of me

helps me a lot, because usually it is hard for me to refuse others when they are looking at me. For we

cannot see each other, I will feel more save and brave. Then I find a new seat and put my card in to

wait others come. After some while, a new person comes and we start conversation again. I do not

feel boring when I am waiting, because there are some books on the desk and I can enjoy my coffee at

the same time. This time, I think I want to know more about him, so I ask him if I can have a drink

with him. After getting his agreement, I walk out the door 7 into the public area and wait for someone

walking out from the door 8. Then we sit in by choosing a table freely and get a further understanding

of each other. After one hour, the waiter comes and reminds us to leave, because this is the rule for

this public area. I am satisfied with this rule, because it will avoid embarrassment to ask for leaving.

Finally, as I think it is enough for today, I get my bill and leave the shop.

3.2.2 Explanations

You may feel confused about the design of our desk, so we will explain it. Have you ever seen the
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service desk in the bank before? I put a picture of the China Bank’s service desk below. Our desks’

basic structure is same as that but we put the wooden block between the desks instead of a piece glass.

Also, the hole I have motioned is the same as the picture I put below. Customers can transfer things

by using the hole.
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4. Marketing Plan
4.1 Industry analysis

Coffee, representing strength and passion in ancient Greek, whose popularity is no less than

Chinese tea, is one of the three major beverages in the world. Chinese coffee industry has surged at the

rate of 15% for several years. First, with the development of Chinese economy, more Chinese people
have the ability to buy coffee in daily life. Second, following the pace of globalization, consumer’s

consumption is also becoming international and coffee is gradually accepted by Chinese people. As

Chinese coffee industry just started since a few years ago, the market still has potential.

Not only the amount of coffee shop is increasing, but also the type of coffeehouse is more varied.

Our shop is planned to found in the MIXC, where has already have several kinds of coffee shop.
However, every coffee shop’s market niche is differentiated. Starbucks, like McDonald’s, provide a
kind of “fast consumption” service in American and Europe style. Pacific Coffee focuses on a

business style which gives customers best experience of holding trade talks. In terms of Sisyphe up
Coffee, this shop and Starbucks are opposites as it seeks the “slow consumption” in South Korea style.

Finally, our Leisure& Love Coffee shop will put effort on specifically create a romantic style.

4.2 Target people
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Our customers should have two characteristics. First, they must be fans of coffee otherwise they
won’t come to our shop. Second, they are supposed to have the ability to purchase our coffee. As we

will choose the best raw material and sell hand-made coffee, our price certainly cannot as cheap as
instant coffee. Last, the most essential feature of our customers is that they must be single and that’s
also the meaning of our Leisure& Love’s existence.
According to statistic from Ministry of Civil Affairs of the People’s Republic of China, the

number of Chinese single male and female has hit 0.2 billion, which contributes around 15% of
Chinese whole citizens. Nowadays, the young have a more tolerate attitude to the other country’s

culture and more likely to try new things. From this standpoint, coffee is a good choice. Beside this,
there is another important graphical advantage we can’t ignore. As the MIXC is not far away from

campus city, college students contribute a great proportion of our customers. Firstly, they are young

so they are crazy about pursuing high quality life which may make them feel like true adults. Next,

for college students, they are more inclined to coffee compared with Chinese traditional tea, because

coffee seems friendlier in price.

In addition, most Chinese people are some kind of shy and not

outgoing as the people in other countries. At this time, our shop could be suitable for them to find the
one in a shy person’s way.
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4.3 Publicity Strategy

Limited by the capital we have, we will pay more attention to on-line publicity. Social

communication software is an effective weapon for us. Wechat public account is absolutely

necessary for Chinese in recent years. So our first step is to build Leisure& Love Wechat public

account. We will share our making process of coffee to our followers. For those who leave

messages under our push notification, we will put some discount and prizes for them periodically.

Like Face book and Twitter abroad, we have Weibo in China which has huge influence among

Chinese. We will create our Weibo account; put some beautiful and vivid coffee, desserts and our
shop’s pictures which may attract some customers. If our Weibo doesn’t operate well, which means
our account doesn’t have many followers especially at the time we just start, we will pay money to

increase our number of views and build a good image for potential customers. It has the same
principle as putting advertisement on television. Only cost one RMB can make 500 Weibo accounts

see our push.
Focusing on on-line publicity doesn’t mean we abandon off-line publicity. Comparing with

social media which can be used for a long-term business, our off-line actions are much briefer which

will only be conducted during our opening phase. Meanwhile, the method is simple and traditional,
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that is sending leaflets to pedestrians. Although this is an old-fashion way, it is still accessible
otherwise it won’t have existed for such a long time and nowadays we can still see many people do

this.
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5. Management
5.1 Leadership

Leisure& Love is a partnership corporation. Both two owners will hold 50% ownership of this
company equally and legally. Owners won’t oversee the staffs directly but there will be two managers

to do this. As for our shop is divided into two parts, so the managers will in charge of two parts

respectively and reply to owners periodically. They should have the strong sense of responsibility
because they need to concern much about the whole coffeehouse’s operation. Therefore, their salary

is relatively high: 4,000 RMB per month.

5.2 Staff

We always believe that every staff in our corporation has compulsory for the development of our

coffee shop. The technical staffs will do jobs by using their professional skills such as making coffee

and dessert. They must have the basic knowledge of using coffee machines and other materials, at the

same time, they are supposed to have the enthusiasm to invent new kinds of drinks which can impart

better experience to our customers and show the innovation of our company. Their salary is 3,000

RMB per month, which is higher than non-technological staffs because they are equipped with coffee

making skills.
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Non-technological staffs include cashiers and waiters. They should be outgoing and friendly

because their attitudes can directly influence our customers. Due to the special function of the coffee
shop’s two parts, we can’t use competition of revenue to increase their enthusiasm. But we also

award bonus for them who perform well during work. Their basic salary is 2,500 RMB per month as
they don’t have technical skills. We also encourage college students to get a part-time job here as a

waiter. Their time is more flexible so their wages are given by hours: 8 RMB per hour.

5.3 Organization form

Barista1
Manager1
5 Servers
Owners
Barista 2
Manager2
5 Servers
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6. Operation
We will use our cash-basis net income to show our operations.

6.1 Daily Operation:
1. In our one day’s business, we will start our business at 9:00am and finish at 9:00pm.

2. We expect that there are 30 customers per day, and one cup of coffee cost 12 grams coffee

beans. Also we set memory precipitation (Blue Mountain) and thick love (Java Mocha) as our

most popular coffee types. Therefore, we make the assumption that every day we will sell 3 cups

memory precipitation, 3 cups thick love and two cups of other types of coffee. Then, we can get

our sales of coffee.

3. Also, we assume that half of our customers will order three or four desserts and five of them

will order a bottle of milk. In this way, we can get the result of sales of dessert and sales of other

beverages.

4. We use the price in the Taobao on March 12, 2017 to calculate the cost of goods sold and

supplies expense. (More details can be found in the attachment.) Rent is calculated by 4.7 RMB

per square per day. When it comes to electricity and water expense, we consulted one of the

coffee shops in MIXC and got the result of 3000 RMB per month. Finally, the salaries expense
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adds by three kinds of jobs in other shop. (2 managers: 4000 RMB; 2 baristas: 3000 RMB; 10

servers: 2500 RMB). The salaries we mention here is monthly salary, so when we calculate it,

we will divide it by 30 days.

Our calculation is based on our assumptions.

6.2 Daily Cash-Basis Net Income

Based on our research, for small-scale taxpayers, the Value-Added Tax rate is 3% of our net

income and it will be shown on the income statement.
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7. Financing:
We will get our loan from the government because Chinese government supports college students

to create our own jobs and provides preferential policy to us. We refer to the government policy about
college students self-employed on the government’s website. It says that college students have a

maximum loan of 500,000 RMB and should pay back it in three years with an interest rate of 6.40%.

We get the result of our needed loan of 201187.6 RMB by adding our equipment expense and rent

expense of the first year. Considering that we may use some money to decoration, therefore, we

decide to borrow 21000 RMB from the government to operate our business and we will pay back our
money at the end of the third year (2020). As the loan is lump-sum payment, so we don’t recognize it

on our balance sheet.
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8. Financial Projections
8.1 Income Statement

8.1.1 Income Statement (Monthly)
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8.1.2 Income Statement (Yearly)
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8.2 Balance Sheet

8.2.1 Balance Sheet (Monthly)
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8.2.2 Balance Sheet (Yearly)
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8.3 Cash Flow
8.3.1 Cash Flow (Monthly)
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8.3.2 Cash Flow (Yearly)
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